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Canteen Performance

The first canteen performance of the odd semester of 2019 was organised by the Music Club in the form of
a band performance on 8th August 2019. The performance started at 1:20pm during the lunch break after a
sound check. Publicity of the performance was done about two days before on Whatsapp groups and was
posted on social media accounts of our college.

The band comprised of the following students: Vocals: Sasha Pais (TE COMPS), E IT), Hariharan(SE comps) ,
Mansi(SE comps), Alexis(TE mech), Siddesh(TE comps). Guitar: Varun Tiwari (BE IT), Kevin(BE comps),
Zaccaria (TE mech). Keys: Daniel Joy(TE mech), Shawn Louis(SE comps). Percussion: Shravan(BE IT).

Every year, the music club kicks off things with a canteen performance. It brings all the departments
together and provides a stage and an opportunity to a lot of aspiring musicians in our college. It goes a long
way in overcoming stage fright and then later being able to perform at other bigger events.

Colosseum theme reveal
Colosseum is the annual technical fest of DBIT. This year, the theme associated with Colosseum was
“Colosseum for Climate”. On 30th January 2020, Music club had a band performance during the lunch break.
Practices for the same started a week prior to the performance in the music studio. This was the first time
the theme for Colosseum 2020 was revealed for the college. The principal of our college, Dr Prasanna
Nambiar and several other faculty members were present during the performance and the reveal. Similar to
the theme, the music club performed songs which are related to climate change.

Faculty music workshop
On the first day of Colosseum, 4th March 2020, the music club hosted a workshop for the faculty of DBIT. It
was conducted in the daylight studio by Daniel Joy, Sasha Pais and Zaccaria Quadros(music club heads). The
workshop commenced at 2:30pm. Several faculty members including our college principal Dr Prasanna
Nambiar attended the workshop. We conducted the workshop by splitting the faculty into four teams and
then made them compete against each other in a musical quiz. It tested their musical knowledge from old
classical songs to modern rock songs. There were four different rounds and at the end, the winning team
was awarded gifted vouchers from the sponsors of Colosseum. After the quiz , there was a karaoke session
for the faculty where each one of them got a chance to showcase their voice. It was a fun event overall and
gave our faculty a break from their hectic teaching schedule.

Inter college participation
>Daniel Joy(TE Mech) and Sasha Pais(TE Comps) won the 1st place in the duet singing competition Redhun at
Vidyalankar college held on 5th February 2020
>Sasha Pais(TE Comps)participated in the solo singing competition Redhun at Vidyalankar college held on 5th
February 2020
>Reuben Crasto(TE Comps) and Sasha Pais (TE Comps) participated in the beatbox and singing duet
competition at Mosaic fest at St Andrews college.
> Zaccaria Quadros (TE Mech) and Ian Dsilva(TE Mech) participated in the solo beatbox event Utkaarsh at
KES college held on 9th January 2020.

